
 

 

 

Dear Shareholders and Colleagues, 

During April, we attended two investor shows in London. The first of these 

was Tom Winnifrith’s UK Investor Show held at the QEII Conference 

Centre in Westminster. There, Andrew gave an investor presentation 

and participated as one of six in a panel discussion about gold. The 

second event was the Master Investor show, where Red Rock shared a 

stand with Regency Mines. Traditionally, Master Investor has been the 

‘show of the year’ for private investors, however the number of 

exhibitors and visitors alike has been waning recently, and this edition 

proved quieter than it has in the past. It seems Tom Winnifrith’s event has 

successfully made a mark on the industry and will take some of the 

sunshine that has traditionally shone on Master Investor. Nevertheless, 

both were very enjoyable, interesting and useful shows and we 

welcomed the opportunity to meet a number of our existing and potential new shareholders. 

Schedule permitting, we will try and plan an open day in our office in the coming months.  

At both the investor shows, Red Rock was presented as a gold exploration and production company 

– as that is now our predominant focus. To follow on from Andrew’s comments during the gold panel, 

I’ve asked him to give some further commentary on the current gold market, for the purposes of this 

newsletter. 

Gold commentary by Andrew Bell 

Red Rock’s increasing focus on gold – which fell 28% last 

year, but has shown slight recovery in the current year - is 

something we have been drawing investors’ attention to 

for a while. Participating in a gold panel has crystallised 

some of our thoughts on gold and although we have 

nothing to say that has not been said by others better, it 

may be worth de-mythologising some of what has been 

happening recently.  

We heard suggestions at the UK Investor Show that Chinese production was up to 900 tonnes a year. 

It was in fact 437 tonnes in 2013, which compares with the next producer – Australia, with 251 tonnes. 

This is out of a total world production of 2,982 tonnes in 2013, and is still significant. However, Chinese 

jewellery demand has overtaken Indian demand of 613 tonnes to reach 724 tonnes, therefore 
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Chinese gold production never leaves China, and indeed China has 

been absorbing physical gold from the rest of the world.  

Another suggestion that was made was that the Chinese central bank 

has been buying large quantities of gold – up to 1,000 tonnes – from 

the rest of the world. Quite evidently, a buying on this scale (amounting 

to over a third of world production) could not have failed to cause 

rising prices, and the 29% fall in gold in 2014 means that this theory can 

be discounted. Official gold reserve movements showing an 

accumulation of 359 tonnes in 2013 are probably nearer the mark, 

although there may be undisclosed transactions. Chinese gold imports 

were predominantly for jewellery demand and not official 

accumulation.  

Another conspiracy theory is that the US Federal Reserve – the world’s largest holder of gold – has 

made large undisclosed sales of its positions. The US is a transparent society where information is not 

easily withheld, and is usually publically available to the determined enquirer. There is no possibility 

that a move of gold reserves on the scale suggested could have occurred without disclosure, since it 

would have significant implications for the US currency and the financial system, and morally wrong 

to hide. The US is a society governed by moral principles.  

Myths aside, let’s look at the realities of 2013. 

World gold production rose 4% (or 118 tonnes) to 2,982 tonnes. ETF funds, backed by gold, sold 33% 

of their holdings, or 880 tonnes. These two factors combined supplied some thousand tonnes to the 

market. How was that thousand tonnes’ marginal increase in supply absorbed? Official purchases of 

359 tonnes, obviously absorbed a substantial part. As did increases in jewellery demand, for example 

in China. Middle Eastern demand – which is always price-responsive – also increased. The weakness 

in the price in 2013 reflects, above all, the 34% decline in official purchases from the record levels of 

2012 and the de-stocking by ETFs so that there was some surplus gold in the system. The quantum, 

however, of the implied net dis-investment is 383 tonnes (according to GFMS), and therefore the 

maximum that can possibly be unaccounted for and attributable to undisclosed actions by parties 

such as central banks and gold trading institutions, cannot exceed a percentage of that 383 tonnes. 

No conspiracy therefore. The net disinvestment level explains the falling price and the extent of the 

net dis-investment appears to reflect an increased volatility in investor behaviour; ETFs make it easier 

to buy and sell underlying gold positions and gold investors have traditionally been momentum and 

chart followers, so have a tendency to ‘jump on the band-wagon’ of a trend. That the fall in gold 

prices in 2013 took place extremely rapidly over two very short periods caused many investors, we 

believe, to panic out of their holdings. The suggestion that we would make is that as markets 
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become more used to the presence of ETFs as a main – and very liquid – medium for holding gold, 

behaviour will become more normalised and volatility will decrease.  

The underlying picture is one where gold production is not rising significantly, most gold mines are 

short-life, and the valuations on gold explorers and even producers do not reflect the cost of 

discovering the average ounce of gold (estimated by MINEX at over $30 per ounce of resource). 

Meanwhile, India continues to get wealthier, although there was a marked hiatus in 2013, and China 

is about to overtake the United States as the world’s largest economy. These two countries have long 

had a tradition of investing in gold and it has been remarkable how quickly after the communist 

period the Chinese have rediscovered this tradition.  

The post-1980 era of sound money and confidence in paper currencies and the era of US dollar 

predominance appear to be drawing to a close and central banks – especially in emerging 

economies – have shown an inclination to include gold as part of their reserves. In the two decades 

after 1980 (and the gold peak in 1979), central bank activity was dominated by the old economies 

and their net sales of gold often reached 500 tonnes per annum. This accounted for the long bear 

market in gold. The balance of forces today appears quite different, and the momentum is with 

those forces that will lead to higher gold demand. On the production side, the 1% decline in African 

production in 2013 already perhaps reflects the effects of resource nationalism, South African labour 

problems and mine depletion, and the re-writing of mineral codes. 

As for the outlook for gold recovery over the next 2-3 years, we believe that after a year or two when 

the transaction prices for small gold companies listed on the TSX were between $5-10 dollars per 

ounce of resource, or a third or a sixth of the average cost of discovery, we will start to see improved 

performance by the better of those companies. 

The task for Red Rock, therefore, is to use its modest resources to 

explore effectively in those areas where exploration can be 

conducted cheaply, and exploration success can convert to early 

production. For this reason, we have focussed on Ivory Coast as our 

area for early stage exploration. Our producing mine in Colombia has 

continued to perform satisfactorily despite the fall in the gold price 

and even in periods where it is passing through low grade zones. If the 

gold price were to recover significantly, it would clearly have the 

potential to produce significant profit. The question we have to 

answer is whether the money invested in that asset would be better 

re-deployed in strengthening the balance sheet, allowing exploration 

in our prospective licences, and taking us out of the market 

somewhat for new share-issuances. The same calculation has to be 

carried out in relation to our holding in Jupiter. The Tshipi mine is self-
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evidently the highest quality asset in which we have an interest and the value of our holding has 

likely increased significantly since year-end, and we would expect it to increase significantly from 

here. On the other hand, its presence in our balance sheet blurs our message that we are 

predominantly now in gold exploration. And, if sold, would potentially reduce or eliminate any 

requirement for access to markets for funding. 

Red Rock is in a time of transition. We’d like to hope we’re at a turning point after a difficult year or 

more, and certainly we’re now well-positioned for renewed growth. We have significantly 

restructured our balance sheet; picked up a project in a frontier area of West Africa; are in the first 

stage of a bankable feasibility study in Kenya; our investment in Jupiter has increased greatly since 

their delisting; and we are running a profitable mine in Colombia with a potential disposal on the 

cards. And of course we are still working on a potential disposal of our asset in Greenland. We invite 

readers to see the significant progress Red Rock has made in spite of tough market conditions, and 

thank you for your continued positivity and support. 

On another note, we would like to encourage shareholders to contact us directly should they have 

any questions, rather than engaging with the bulletin boards, which often contain unsubstantiated 

information. You can email us any time at exploration@rrrplc.com and we’ll try to respond as soon as 

we can.  

Kind regards, 

Natasha Walton 

Head of Marketing & Community Affairs 
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